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Abstract - Object recognition in a large scale collection of images has become an important application in machine vision. The recent advances in the object or image recognition for classification of objects shows that Bag-of-visual words approach is a better method for image classification problems. In this work, the effect of different possible parameters and performance evaluation of Bag of visual words approach in terms of their recognition performance such as Accuracy rate, Precision and F1 measure using 8 different classes of real world datasets that are commonly used in restaurant applications is explored. The system presented here is based on visual vocabulary. Features are extracted, clustered, trained and evaluated on an image database of 1600 images of different categories. To validate the obtained results, a performance evaluation on vehicle datasets under SURF and SIFT descriptors with K-means and K-medoid clustering and KNN classifier has been made. Among these SURF K-means performs better.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Object recognition in computer vision is the task of finding a given object in an image or video sequence. Every day a multitude of familiar and novel objects are recognized, though these objects may vary somewhat in form, colour and texture and so on. The ultimate goal of object recognition is validation, detection, category recognition, scene or context recognition and also activity recognition.

Object Recognition using Bag of Features (BoF) has gained enormous popularity in image classification techniques. It has been shown that Bag of Words (BoW)[¹, ², ³, ⁴, ⁵] approach provides several advantages with acceptable recognition performance, faster run time and reduced storage. Similar techniques are implemented in text information retrieval and text categorization. The main idea in this algorithm is that the descriptors are quantized to form a visual word dictionary called codebook with the help of different clustering algorithms. The BoW model allows a dictionary-based modelling. Computer vision researchers use a similar idea for image representation which is called the Bag of Feature (BoF) model. Each vector in the codebook being a visual word serves as the basis for indexing the images. The main task of Bag of Feature (BoF) is to classify a given image in one of the pre-determined objects based on the trained classes of objects and to increase detection rate of images by adapting different descriptors, clustering algorithms and classifiers. Here hard clustering algorithms like K-means and K-medoid are used. The performance of the algorithms implemented is compared by varying the dictionary size.

II. BAG-OF-VISUAL WORDS ALGORITHM

Fig. 1 : Schematic of Bag- of- Visual Words algorithm
In Bag of Words model features are extracted using detectors or dense sampling and descriptors are calculated at each and every local feature extracted. These features extracted from the images should be easily detected under changes in pose, illumination and should be distinctive. There should be many features per object. After feature extraction, features are hard clustered by data clustering techniques like K-means and K-medoid. After clustering a visual vocabulary is obtained with predefined number of visual words. In training phase, the input vectors from the feature pool are assigned to one or more classes. The decision rule divides input space into decision regions separated by decision boundaries and histogram is built up. In testing phase, for the test data point, the k closest points from training data is found and classification is done using KNN classifier. Figure 1 shows the schematic of Bag-of-Visual Words algorithm.

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION

Recognition is a basis issue for robots, and feature extraction is the very important part of this process. High-quality feature extraction will play a crucial role on the results of recognition. Features are generally a random collection of points in an image or it may be a collection of distinctive points in an image like blobs and corners which are likely to be repeatable. For local feature detection, classic detectors include Harris detector [6] and its extension [7], maximally stable external region detector [8], affine invariant salient region detector [9]. For local feature description, local descriptors such as Haar descriptor [10], scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptor [11], gradient location and orientation histogram (GLOH) descriptor [12], rotation-invariant feature transform (RIFT) descriptor [13], shape context [14], histogram of gradients (HOG) descriptor [15] and speeded up robust feature descriptor (SURF) [16] are usually used. In this work Harris detector with SIFT (128 D) descriptor and Hessian detector with SURF (64 D) descriptor are used.

A. SIFT descriptor using Harris detector

The major stages in computations include four steps. (1) Identifying key points (Harris detector) (2) key point localisation (3) orientation assignment (4) key point descriptor computation (SIFT).

The Harris detector is a scale, rotation, and translation invariant interest point detection algorithm that has also shown to be robust to illumination variations, camera noise and viewpoint changes. The Harris detector is based on the second moment matrix. The second moment matrix given in equation (1), also called the auto-correlation matrix, defined for each point is often used for feature detection or for describing local image structure.

\[
C = \begin{bmatrix}
\sum L_x^2(x, y) & \sum L_x L_y(x, y) \\
\sum L_x L_y(x, y) & \sum L_y^2(x, y)
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

Here, \(L_x\) and \(L_y\) denote the respective x and y gradient magnitude images, and the summation is taken over all points in a neighbourhood of point \(p\). The matrix \(C\) can be seen as a covariance matrix of the Gradient magnitude within a neighbourhood. It is real and symmetric, and so it can be decomposed into its principal components, with Eigenvalues \(\lambda_1\) and \(\lambda_2\). Harris noted the following in regions of constant intensity, \(\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 0\). In regions with very little intensity variation, both \(\lambda_1\) and \(\lambda_2\) will be small. For an edge region, the variation in one direction will be strong, and the variation in the other direction will be weak. Therefore, \(\lambda_1\) will be large, and \(\lambda_2\) will be small. For a corner region, there will be strong variations in both directions and so both \(\lambda_1\) and \(\lambda_2\) will exceed some threshold value.

Key point localisation attempts to remove unstable key points from the final list by finding those that are poorly localised on an edge or corner. Orientation assignment aims to assign a consistent orientation to the key points based on local image properties. The key point descriptor can then be represented relative to this orientation, achieving invariance to rotation. The gradient magnitude, \(m\), orientation \((x, y)\) are given by the equations (2) and (3).

\[
m(x, y) = \sqrt{(L(x+1, y) - L(x-1, y))^2 + (L(x, y+1) - L(x, y-1))^2}
\]

(2)

\[
\mu(x, y) = ((L(x+1, y+y) - L(x+y, y-1))/(L(x+1, y) - L(x-1, y)))
\]

(3)

Further the local image gradients are measured in the region around each key point. These are transformed into a representation that allows for significant levels of local shape distortion and change in illumination. The local gradient data is also used to create key point descriptors. The gradient information is rotated to line up with the orientation of the key point. These data are then used to create a set of histograms over a window centered on the key point. Key point descriptors typically use a set of 16 histograms, aligned in a 4×4 grid, each with 8 orientation bins, one for each of the main compass directions and one for each of the midpoints of these directions. This process results in a feature vector, containing 128 elements.
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B. SURF descriptor using Hessian detector

SURF [16] outperforms or approximates previously proposed schemes with respect to repeatability, distinctiveness and robustness and it can be computed and compared faster. It is achieved by relying on integral images for image convolutions and by building strengths on leading detectors (Hessian detector) and descriptors.

The major stages in computations include:

1. Interest point detection which involves computing integral images and Hessian matrix-based interest points.

2. Scale space representation.

3. Interest point localization.

Integral images allows for fast computation of box type convolution filters. The entry of an integral image $I(x,y)$ at a location $x=(x,y)^T$ given by equation (4) represents the sum of all pixels in the input image $I$ within a rectangular region formed by the origin and $x$.

$$I(x,y) = \sum_{i=0}^{x} \sum_{j=0}^{y} I(i,j)$$

Hessian matrix-based interest points are used for its good performance and accuracy. Given a point $x=(x,y)$ in an image $I$, the Hessian matrix $H(x,\rho)$ in $x$ and scale $\rho$ is given in equation (5).

$$H(x,\rho) = \begin{bmatrix} L_{xx}(x,y,\sigma) & L_{xy}(x,y,\sigma) \\ L_{yx}(x,y,\sigma) & L_{yy}(x,y,\sigma) \end{bmatrix}$$

Where $L_{xx}(x,y,\sigma)$ is the convolution of the second order derivative of Gaussian with image $I$ at $(x,y)$. This also applies to $L_{xy}(x,y,\sigma)$ and $L_{yy}(x,y,\sigma)$. Scale spaces are usually implemented as an image pyramid. The images are repeatedly smoothed with a Gaussian and then subsampled in order to achieve a higher level of the pyramid.

Gaussians are optimal for scale-space analysis. In real applications, Gaussians have to be discretized and cropped. The SURF approximates the second order Gaussian derivative with box filters, which is calculated fast through integral images. The localization of interest point is determined by the determinant of Hessian matrix. So, interest points are finally localized in scale space and image space by using non-maximum suppression in their 3×3×3 neighbourhood. In the construction of descriptor of an interest point, a circular region around a detected interest point is first constructed. Then, a dominant orientation is calculated and assigned to this region, which enable the descriptor invariance to image rotations. The dominant orientation is calculated by the response of Haar wavelet. This process is also very fast by integral images. After the estimation of the dominant orientation, a square patch around an interest point is extracted to construct the SURF descriptor. The square patch is divided into a 4×4 sub-blocks. The gradients of each sub-block are used to construct the final descriptor vector.

IV. CLUSTERING

Clustering is the process of assigning a set of objects into groups so that the objects of similar type will be in one cluster. Clustering can be classified as hard clustering and soft clustering. Hard clustering and soft clustering differ in assigning the value to the partition matrix. Hard clustering assigns the value of either 0 or 1 whereas soft clustering allows the value to be in more than one cluster. The object will be assigned to a cluster that has the highest value. The general algorithms available for hard clustering are K-means [17] and K-medoid [18]. In this work hard clustering algorithms like K-means and K-medoid algorithms are used for clustering with Euclidean measure as distance metric learning.

A. K means Algorithm

K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised algorithm that partition extracted features $(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N)$ from images into $k$ number of clusters. Given an image set $X$, initial random cluster centers are chosen.

B. Steps for K means Algorithm

The procedure follows in a simple way:

1) Compute the distances $d_{ik}$ between each data point $x_i$ and cluster centers $v_k$.

$$d_{ik} = (x_i - v_k)^T(x_i - v_k), \quad 1 \leq i \leq N, \quad 1 \leq k \leq k$$

2) Select the points for the cluster, with minimal distances, they belong to that cluster.

3) Recalculate the cluster centers $v_k(\ell)$ by finding the mean of the data points $x_i$ of corresponding clusters.

$$v_k(\ell) = \frac{\sum_{x_i \in k} x_i}{\sum_{x_i \in k}}$$

until

$$\prod_{k=1}^{k} \max |v_k(\ell) - v_k(\ell-1)| \neq 0$$

4) Repeat the process until $k$ distinct clusters are obtained. Finally calculate the partition matrix.

C. K- Medoid Algorithm

The K-Medoid algorithm is a clustering algorithm related to the K-means algorithm and the medoid shift algorithm. Both the K-means and K-medoid algorithms
break the dataset up into groups and both attempt to minimize squared error, the distance between points labeled to be in a cluster and a point designated as the center of that cluster. In contrast to the K-means algorithm, K-medoid chooses data points as centers. K-medoid is also a partitioning technique of clustering that clusters the data set of n objects into k clusters with k known a priori. It is more robust to noise and outliers as compared to K-means because it minimizes a sum of general pairwise dissimilarities instead of a sum of squared Euclidean distances. The possible choice of the dissimilarity function is very rich but in this implementation the squared Euclidean distance is used.

D. Steps for K-Medoid Algorithm

A medoid of a finite dataset is a data point from this set, whose average dissimilarity to all the data points is minimal that it is the most centrally located point in the set. Given the data set X, choose the number of clusters 1 < c < N. Initialize with random cluster centers v_i chosen from the data set X.

1) Compute the distances D_{ki} between each data point x_k and cluster centers v_i.

\[ D_{ki}^2 = (x_k - v_i)^T(x_k - v_i), \quad 1 \leq i \leq c, \quad 1 \leq k \leq N \]  

2) Associate each data point to the closest medoid.

3) Recalculate the cluster centers \( v_i^{(c)} \) by finding the mean of the data points \( x_i \) of corresponding clusters.

\[ v_i^{(c)} = \frac{1}{\sum_{j \in I_i} x_j} \]  

4) Choose the nearest data points to be the cluster center

\[ D_{ki}^{*} = (x_k - v_i^{*})^T(x_k - v_i^{*}) \]  

and

\[ x_i^{*} = \arg \min_{v_i} D_{ki}^{*}, \quad v_i^{(1)} = x_i^{*} \]  

until

\[ \prod_{k=1}^{n} \max |v_i^{(c)} - v_i^{(c-1)}| \neq 0 \]  

5) Repeat the process for 1 = 1, 2, ..., until k distinct clusters are obtained. Finally calculate the partition matrix.

K-medoid runs similar to K-means algorithm and this algorithm takes reduced computation time. This algorithm tests several methods for selecting initial medoid and calculates the distance matrix once.

V. CLASSIFIER

In pattern recognition, the k-nearest neighbor algorithm [19] (k-NN) is a method for classifying objects based on closest training examples in the feature space. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is amongst the simplest of all machine learning algorithms. An object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors where k is a positive integer, typically small. If k = 1, then the object is simply assigned to class of its nearest neighbor. The nearest-neighbor method is perhaps the simplest of all algorithms for predicting the class of a test example.

The training phase is simple, that is to store every training example, with its label. To make a prediction for a test example, first compute its distance to every training example. Then, keep the k closest training examples, where k ≥ 1 is a fixed integer. This basic method is called the k-NN algorithm. The most common distance function is Euclidean distance neighbors (k is a positive integer, typically small). If k = 1, then

\[ d(x, y) = \|x - y\| = \sqrt{(x - y)(x - y)^T} = \sum_{j=1}^{m} (x_j - y_j)^2 / \sqrt{m} \]

K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (KNN) is a part of supervised learning that has been used in many applications in the field of data mining, statistical pattern recognition and many others. KNN is a method for classifying objects based on closest training examples in the feature vector. An object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors. K is always a positive integer. The neighbors are taken from a set of objects for which the correct classification is known. It is usual to use the Euclidean distance, though other distance measures such as the Manhattan distance can be used.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effect of different possible parameters and performance evaluation of Bag of visual words approach is done in terms of Precision, F1-measure and Accuracy rate for four different topics from dataset1 namely airplanes, cars, motorbikes and faces. Performance evaluation is also done for eight different topics namely burger, spaghetti, egg, spoon, bottle, can, coffee pot and mug of real-world datasets that has been used in restaurant applications. Dataset1 is taken from Caltech database and since dataset2 is taken for real-time application for visual recognition of objects used in restaurant, it is created from Google images. When compared to the images in dataset1, the size of images in dataset2 is comparatively small and can be categorized as tiny images when compared to dataset1.

The performance measures used in this evaluation are
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In these equations TP indicates true positive, FP false positive, FN false negative and TN true negative of the classification result. Precision and recall are the most common measures for evaluating an information retrieval system. F1 score is a measure of test’s accuracy. It considers both the precision $P$ and recall $R$ of the test to compute the score. The sample images of two different datasets are shown in Figure 2.

A performance evaluation of Bag of Words (BoW) is done using dataset1 and dataset2. The test data set includes four different topics in dataset1 and eight topics in dataset2 each containing 50 images. 200 images per concept were used during the training phase to build the codebooks. The classifier is trained for another 200 images from each topic. The sizes of visual vocabularies are varied from 25 to 500 and evaluation performed. The distance measure used is Euclidean distance. The parameters that affect the performance of BoW are extraction of features and its description methods, dictionary generation methods, dictionary size, and distance function. A performance evaluation of four different combinations of parameters has been done by varying the feature descriptor and dictionary generation method. The four combinations are (1) SIFT descriptor with K-means clustering (SIFT K-means) (2) SIFT descriptor with K-medoid clustering (SIFT K-medoid) (3) SURF descriptor with K-means clustering (SURF K-means) and (4) SURF descriptor with K-medoid clustering (SURF K-medoid). In the first two combinations Harris corner detector is used for feature extraction and in the next combinations Hessian detector is used. The distance function used in all implementation is Euclidean distance. KNN classifier is used for classifying the images. Evaluation is done by varying codebook size.

In these equations TP indicates true positive, FP false positive, FN false negative and TN true negative of the classification result. Precision and recall are the most common measures for evaluating an information retrieval system. F1 score is a measure of test’s accuracy. It considers both the precision $P$ and recall $R$ of the test to compute the score. The sample images of two different datasets are shown in Figure 2.

A performance evaluation of Bag of Words (BoW) is done using dataset1 and dataset2. The test data set includes four different topics in dataset1 and eight topics in dataset2 each containing 50 images. 200 images per concept were used during the training phase to build the codebooks. The classifier is trained for another 200 images from each topic. The sizes of visual vocabularies are varied from 25 to 500 and evaluation performed. The distance measure used is Euclidean distance. The parameters that affect the performance of BoW are extraction of features and its description methods, dictionary generation methods, dictionary size, and distance function. A performance evaluation of four different combinations of parameters has been done by varying the feature descriptor and dictionary generation method. The four combinations are (1) SIFT descriptor with K-means clustering (SIFT K-means) (2) SIFT descriptor with K-medoid clustering (SIFT K-medoid) (3) SURF descriptor with K-means clustering (SURF K-means) and (4) SURF descriptor with K-medoid clustering (SURF K-medoid). In the first two combinations Harris corner detector is used for feature extraction and in the next combinations Hessian detector is used. The distance function used in all implementation is Euclidean distance. KNN classifier is used for classifying the images. Evaluation is done by varying codebook size.

Figure 2 (a) sample images from dataset1 (b) sample images from dataset2

Among all, SURF K-means performs better for a codebook size of 100 for dataset1 and 500 for dataset2. In terms of run time K-medoid serves advantageous with reduced computation time. The results which give the effect of different possible parameters by varying codebook size for dataset1 are shown in Table 1, 2 and Figure 3 and for dataset2 in Table 3, 4 and Figure 4. Since dataset2 can be categorized as tiny image set when compared to dataset1 the performance measures of these image set is slightly less when compared to dataset1 as the number of features extracted depends on the size of the images. The performance measures can be further increased for Dataset2 by increasing the number of images from which features are extracted and trained.

### TABLE I. Precision vs. Codebook Size for Dataset1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codebook Size</th>
<th>SIFT K-means</th>
<th>SIFT K-medoid</th>
<th>SURF K-means</th>
<th>SURF K-medoid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.75365</td>
<td>0.74216</td>
<td>0.8571</td>
<td>0.37364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.6181</td>
<td>0.7713</td>
<td>0.8828</td>
<td>0.58628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.65375</td>
<td>0.78945</td>
<td>0.9123</td>
<td>0.76951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.6577</td>
<td>0.81935</td>
<td>0.9271</td>
<td>0.46284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.9118</td>
<td>0.79725</td>
<td>0.9056</td>
<td>0.61672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.9117</td>
<td>0.7675</td>
<td>0.9132</td>
<td>0.5873</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The maximum performance measures of four different combinations for dataset1 (Vehicular datasets) and dataset2 (Restaurant datasets) are shown in Table 5.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the performance of Bag of visual words approach is investigated in terms of its degree of recognition using performance measures like accuracy rate, Precision and F1 measure. Dataset1 includes four different topics namely airplanes, cars, motorbikes and faces and dataset2 includes eight different topics namely burger, spaghetti, egg, spoon, bottle, can, coffee pot and mug of real world datasets that are commonly used in restaurant applications. The system presented here is based on visual vocabulary. The parameters that affect performance of Bag of Words (BoW) are, extracted features, description methods, dictionary generation methods, dictionary size, and distance function. A performance evaluation of four different combinations has been done by varying the feature descriptor and dictionary generation method. The four combinations are (1) SIFT descriptor with K-means clustering (SIFT K-means) (2) SIFT descriptor with K-medoid clustering (SIFT K-medoid) (3) SURF descriptor with K-means clustering (SURF K-means) and (4) SURF descriptor with K-medoid clustering (SURF K-medoid). Among all these combinations SURF K-means performs better for both the datasets.

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3** Accuracy Rate Vs Codebook Size for Dataset 1
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